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1.

INTRODUCTION
Welcome to this booklet on Artistic Roller Skating Free Skating Technique, compiled and
published by YrSport.
The technique described in this book has been compiled from various sources including
world class skaters and coaches and focuses heavily on the latest free skating technique
taught in Italy. We understand this to be the most efficient technique for producing
good quality consistent free skating elements.

2.

OBJECTIVE
Our primary objective while compiling this booklet has been the documentation of
“technique through illustration”. This means describing a certain technique in great
detail through the use of visual illustrations. We do use words too, but the main
emphasis throughout is on the lifelike three dimensional body models which show
exactly where different body parts need to be at certain key points in a given element.
The result is a fantastic visual aid which can be used by coaches and skaters alike to
explain and understand how an element should be performed and where the various
body parts need to be throughout.
Some athletes can find it difficult to process verbal instructions received from coaches
and accurately convert these into mental pictures before trying to perform an element
on the rink. With so many body parts all moving at once and in such a small space of
time this process can be very hard. Step by step illustrations help solve this problem by
cutting out some of that auditory translation. The pictures already exist in these books
so the athletes simply need to look at them and then try to re-produce the body
positions themselves. While this is an extremely tall order on its own, cutting out some
of the auditory conversion allows the learning process to be quickened and can result in
more accurate results.
With this in mind, the chapters in this booklet break down some of the primary free
skating elements into key body positions and provide illustrations for each one. This
booklet is designed to be used as a learning aid by coaches and skaters in the hope that
the elements can be learned and subsequently performed with quality and consistency.
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3.

GENERAL PRINCIPALS

3.1. BODY POSITION
Body position throughout all skating elements is vital because it is a major contributor to
overall stability. Poor body positions at any point, whether during general skating, jumps
or spins, can jeopardise an entire element and will almost certainly make it more difficult
than it needs to be. The primary purpose of the technique described in this book is to
achieve elements in the most efficient and consistent manner possible and good body
position will help to make this possible.
All elements covered within this book start off with the very basic “square” body
position. As shown below, this is a position in which the shoulders and hips form a
square (or rectangle) without twist or misalignment. Even when the elements require
some level of body lean this square aspect of the body parts must remain intact albeit
slightly tilted.

The second important consideration relating to
body position is the alignment of 3 major body
parts: shoulders, hips and feet.
Unless
specifically required to do otherwise, these 3
body parts must always be in alignment with
each other to build stability and consistency by
ensuring the body weight is over the correct
skating foot at all times.
The diagram shown to the right displays a dotted
line running between these 3 body parts. When
standing upright on two feet, the line runs
completely vertical with the weight evenly distributed between both feet. When the
body is leaning, to the left in the example above, the line between the body parts
remains intact but with a left or right inclination running throughout the entire body. It
is important to note here that while this may seem obvious a very common mistake
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when leaning is to do so in parts with the upper body leaning one way and the hips
leaning the other. This type of stance will break the dotted line because the 3 body parts
will no longer be in alignment. This should be avoided at all costs and care should be
taken to retain this dotted line at all times.
Finally, on the subject of body part
alignment, the dotted line in our
examples must be considered in
three dimensions and not just from
one view point. The diagram to the
right shows the skater from the side
and back view and in both cases the
dotted line to show alignment exists
in each.
In this particular example the skater
is leaning slightly to the left, as
would be the case just before they
begin forward crossovers, but
nevertheless
the
alignment
between our 3 major body parts is
maintained.
Hip: Please note that when initiating the lean, the skater should feel as if the
inside hip moves to a position directly over the inside skating foot. A physical
shift in hip position needs to be felt when doing this because, by default, the hips will
start off in a position wider than the feet. A shift is therefore required in order to bring
the skating hip into the correct alignment with the skating foot.
Head: Please also note the position of the head in the body lean diagrams. The
head is a very heavy part of the body and it is therefore important that it leans
with the body as a single unit to assist with the correct edge creation.
3.2. KNEE BEND
Many elements covered in this document require
a substantial knee bend at certain points during
their execution. It is important to note here that
when bending the skating knee the body must
remain upright as shown in the diagram to the
right.
Specifically, the 3 major body parts
mentioned about above are still in alignment after
the knee bend is performed.
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A common fault which occurs in many skaters is to see the body lean forwards at the
hips in order to make the knee bend more comfortable. Bending one’s knee to this
degree while keeping the back straight can be quite uncomfortable where sufficient
flexibility does not exist but it is important to work on this so that the desired body
position can be achieved automatically every time and without much thought.
One quick and simply test that can be used to check for body position is to look
down at your feet. If you can see your toes then you are leaning too far forwards
which is not correct. When looking down, your knees should be between your eyes and
your feet.
3.3. UPPER BODY TENSION
Upper body tension is discussed in many of the elements
covered within this book. It is an important part of building
stability and will play a vital role in the source of rotation.
Like a coiled spring, when the tension created within the
upper body is released at just the right moment it can
generate sufficient rotation for all jumps. In addition to this it
can be done in a highly controlled manner and without the
need to generate momentum by swinging first in the
opposite direction.
This tension can be created from a square body position by
pulling the side arm backwards to an approximate 45 degree
angle so that it is pointing between the side and back of the
body. Great care should be taken while doing this not to
move the shoulder in any way either backwards, forwards or
up or down. To achieve this it may be necessary to actively push the shoulder
downwards while pulling the arm back. The result should be felt as a “pinch” beneath
the shoulder blade and a stretching sensation running from the bicep across the front of
the shoulder and into the upper chest.
In addition to the tension arm pulling backwards, it is vital that the hips remain square to
create a “counter position”. This may feel like the hips are twisting one way and the arm
the other but this contrary motion will create tension and stability.
Please note that the skater’s flexibility needs to be taken into consideration here.
If the arm is pulled back beyond its natural range of motion then it can turn under
resulting in the lifting of the shoulder or it can cause the shoulders and chest to open
which will create twist between the shoulders and hips breaking the required square
body position mentioned earlier. Both of these should be avoided and as such the
amount the arm movements will be largely dictated to by the skater’s flexibility.
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3.4. SOURCE OF ROTATION
The technique described in this booklet relating to jump elements all share the same
fundamental concept of body rotation. In every single instance, body rotation is started
“on the way up” with the arms moving in a “marching” motion. This movement sees the
arms moving down and past the hips before lifting up for the wrap. This is in stark
contrast to having the arms move around the body before wrapping them in which
should be avoided at all times.
The primary purpose of the marching motion is to allow initial rotation to be generated
without pulling the upper body off its axis. When arms are moving down and through
they do not exert any forces which may pull the body from side to side or front to back.
Conversely, the alternative approach of generating rotation by moving the arms around
the body can often pull the body off axis as well as add a twist between shoulders and
hips. This will in turn create a jump which is very hard to control and inconsistent as a
result.
The diagram below shows the correct arm movement when taking off for a Three jump
or Axel although the concept remains the same for all jumps. Please note the movement
of the arms as indicated by the dotted arrows. Both arms move down towards the hips
before lifting up and in front ready to wrap in after takeoff.

One final benefit resulting from this marching motion is that the upper body can remain
absolutely still before take off with zero pre-rotation occurring before the jump is on the way
up. This would be very difficult to control if the arms were swung around the body as the
shoulders, being directly connected to the arms, would be forced to start rotation too early.
The method shown above allows for much greater control.
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3.5. PREPARATION
In all cases, the jump elements within this booklet use a common set of steps in their
setup and preparation. This is a vital part when training for elements such as jumps
because it provides the skater with a consistent set of steps that precede the actual jump
itself. This in turn allows them to replicate the same thing over and over again building
correct muscle memory right up to the point of takeoff. If the skater performs the exact
same thing twice then they get the same result twice. Inconsistencies only arise when
they do different things each time.
With this in mind, the following 4 steps are common to the preparation of all jumps
within this booklet with the exception of the arm positions. The example below would
be suitable for the Axel but for other jumps the arms may be switched so that the left
arm is forward and the right arm to the side. Other than that the positions remain the
same.

#1

#2

#3
#4
Please note that these preparation steps are intended for training purposes only. Once
the skater has mastered the element using these steps different entries and transitions
may be introduced.
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3.6. WRAP & LANDING
Like the common preparation steps, each jump element defined in this booklet carries a
common approach to landing. This is because once in the air and in a wrapped position
all jumps covered in this booklet are essentially the same from that point forward. In the
diagrams below, the rotation is slowed by raising the knee and/or opening the wrapped
arm position followed by a pushing forwards of the arms and legs on landing to stop the
rotation altogether and finally a finishing position on which to hold the back outside
edge. The following 4 illustrations show these common landing positions for all jumps:

#1

#2

#3
#4
Please note that these diagrams relate to jumps performed on their own. If performed
in combination then the arms would need to return to the correct take off position
during step 3 above rather than pushing forwards and the final step 4 would not happen
until the last jump is performed. When performing the final position, however, the
correct posture should see the heel of the free leg in line with the heel of the skating
foot with the gluteus muscle contracted to lift and extend the free leg away and behind.
Please note that the 4 landing positions displayed above will always refer to the last 4
positions for any jump element described in this booklet.
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4.

SKATING SKILLS

4.1. FORWARD SKATING
4.1.1. BODY POSITIONS – QUICK REFERENCE

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

#’7

#8

Repeat steps 6 through 9…

#9
Body positions 1 to 4 represent the common preparation steps albeit in this instance rolling
forwards. Positions 5 to 9 represent the skating motions and should be repeated to form a
circular skating pattern over the rink. These are described on the following page.
Please note the hip position in illustration 5 on the next page. When bending the
knees to start the skating motion, it is vital that the inside hip is moved and positioned
directly above the inside skating foot. By default, when standing upright, both hips sit outside
of the feet (e.g. not directly above them) and because of this it is vital that the skater physically
moves the skating hip to be on top of the skating foot when they intend to skate on one leg.
Failure to make this move at the point of knee bend will cause the inside hip to stick out in
position 6 which will create an inefficient and even ugly skating stance.
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4.1.2. BODY POSITIONS - EXPLAINED

#5

#6

#7

#8

#9
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NOTES
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4.2. BACKWARD SKATING
4.2.1. BODY POSITIONS – QUICK REFERENCE

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

#’7

#8

Repeat steps 6 through 10…

#9

#10

Body positions 1 to 4 represent the common preparation steps and in this instance the skater
will be rolling backwards. Positions 6 to 10 represent the skating motions and should be
repeated to form a circular skating pattern over the rink. These are described on the following
page.
Please note the hip position in illustration 6 on the next page. When bending the
knees to start the skating motion, it is vital that the inside hip is moved and positioned
directly above the inside skating foot. By default, when standing upright, both hips sit outside
of the feet (e.g. not directly above them) and because of this it is vital that the skater physically
moves the skating hip to be on top of the skating foot when they intend to skate on one leg.
Failure to make this move at the point of knee bend will cause the body to lean outside the
circle in subsequent steps.
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4.2.2. BODY POSITIONS - EXPLAINED

#5
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#7

#8

#9

#10
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NOTES
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5.

JUMPS

5.1. AXEL
5.1.1. BODY POSITIONS – QUICK REFERENCE

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

#’7

#8

#9

#10

#11

#12

#13

#14

#15

#16

Please note that body positions 1 to 4 represent the common preparation steps and positions
13 to 16 the common wrap and landing steps. Positions 5 to 12 are unique to this jump and
are described in more detail on the next page.
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5.1.2. BODY POSITIONS - EXPLAINED

#5

#7

#9
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#11

#12

5.1.3. LAYOUT
When training for this jump, the following layout on the rink should be used:
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5.2. SALCHOW
5.2.1. BODY POSITIONS – QUICK REFERENCE

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

#’7

#8

#9

#10

#11

#12

#13

#14

#15

Please note that body positions 1 to 4 represent the common preparation steps and positions
12 to 15 the common wrap and landing steps. Positions 5 to 11 are unique to this jump and
are described in more detail on the next page.
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5.2.2. BODY POSITIONS - EXPLAINED

#5

#7

#9
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#11

5.2.3. LAYOUT
When training for this jump, the following layout on the rink should be used:
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5.3. TOE LOOP
5.3.1. BODY POSITIONS – QUICK REFERENCE

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

#7

#8

#9

#10

#11

#12

#13

#14

#15

#16

Please note that body positions 1 to 4
represent the common preparation steps and
positions 15 to 18 the common wrap and
landing steps. Positions 5 to 14 are unique to
this jump and are described in more detail on
the next page.
#17
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5.3.2. BODY POSITIONS - EXPLAINED

#5

#7

#9
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#6

#8

#10
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#11

#12

#13

#14

5.3.3. LAYOUT
When training for this jump, the following layout on the rink should be used:
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5.4. FLIP
5.4.1. BODY POSITIONS – QUICK REFERENCE

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

#7

#8

#9

#10

#11

#12

#13

#14

#15

Please note that body positions 1 to 4 represent the common preparation steps and positions
12 to 15 the common wrap and landing steps. Positions 5 to 11 are unique to this jump and
are described in more detail on the next page.
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5.4.2. BODY POSITIONS - EXPLAINED

#5

#7

#9
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#6

#8

#10
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#11

5.4.3. LAYOUT
When training for this jump, the following layout on the rink should be used:
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5.5. LUTZ
5.5.1. BODY POSITIONS – QUICK REFERENCE

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

#7

#8

#9

#10

#11

#12

#13

#14

#15

#16

Please note that body positions 1 to 4 represent the common preparation steps and positions
13 to 16 the common wrap and landing steps. Positions 5 to 12 are unique to this jump and
are described in more detail on the next page.
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5.5.2. BODY POSITIONS - EXPLAINED

#5

#7

#9

Page 31

#6

#8

#10
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#11

#12

5.5.3. LAYOUT
When training for this jump, the following layout on the rink should be used:
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5.6. LOOP
5.6.1. BODY POSITIONS – QUICK REFERENCE

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

#7

#8

#9

#10

#11

#12

Please note that body positions 1 to 4 represent the common preparation steps and
positions 9 to 12 the common wrap and landing steps. Positions 5 to 8 are unique to this
jump and are described in more detail on the next page
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5.6.2. BODY POSITIONS - EXPLAINED

#5

#7
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5.6.3. LAYOUT
When training for this jump, the following layout on the rink should be used:

NOTES
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